4X4 ADVENTURE
FROM PRADO TO TERIOS

Geoff and Elise Earnshaw
have, over the years, visited
many parts of Africa in
their Toyota Prado towing
a Desert Wolf trailer.
Downsizing to a Daihatsu
Terios 4x4 for this trip was a
sharp and creative learning
curve. They were joined
by their son, Geoff Jnr, his
wife Cathy and “the in-laws”,
Kevin and Sue, affectionately
known as “The Outlaws”

Conquering the

Okavango
in a

Terios 4x4
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The Daihatsu Terios was somewhat
dwarfed by the fact that Geoff Earnshaw Jnr
and his wife, Cathy, were driving a Toyota
Land Cruiser 4.2 litre petrol pick-up 4x4
and Cathy's parents, Kevin and Sue (“The
Outlaws”), were in a Toyota Fortuner 4.0
litre V6 4x4 – shades of the Terios being the
ham in the sandwich! We were, however,
determined to show the disbelievers that we
– and anyone else for that matter – could do
this trip in a Terios, which is much more cost
effective to run than a Prado or any of the
other big guns.
The round trip from Johannesburg took
12 days covering a distance of 3200km. It
included a flight over the Okavango Delta
from Maun, three days at Xakanaxa in
Moremi Reserve, a scenic trip from Xakanaxa
boat station into the Delta, three days at Nxai
Pan with a visit to Baines Baobabs and finally,
a “luxury” night at Nata Lodge, with a visit to
Nata Bird Sanctuary.

Preparation

Prime requirement for the trip was to be
totally self-sufficient for a 4x4 journey in
terms of camping comfort, battery power,
fuel, gas, recovery and photographic
equipment.
With the rear seats rolled forward, the
Terios has a surprising amount of luggage
space which needed to be “maximised and
organised” for optimum use.
The solution was a simple purpose-made
shelf constructed in 20mm tubular steel with
a chipboard shelf covered in carpet tiles.
The underside of the shelf contained four

The little Terios really
impressed, especially in
thick sand.
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ammo boxes without lids and on top were
bolt down holders for an 80 amp/hr deep
cycle battery, a gas cylinder and a 20-litre
jerry can for reserve fuel.
The battery, in conjunction with a 150Watt
inverter, provided power for charging the
laptop computer, camera and other batteries
and cell phones, and to inflate air beds.
All major items (3mx3m igloo tent, bedding
etc) were contained in waterproof and
dustproof kit bags that had colour-coded draw
ropes for instant identification of the contents.
Although we considered a roof rack, which
could carry 75kg, it was felt it could affect the
vehicle’s centre of gravity and cause problems
in deep sand, and with middelmannetjies and
excessive road verge cambers in sandy places.

The journey

After a quick 700km journey from our
home in Ramsgate, KwaZulu-Natal, to
Johannesburg, we spent the night with the
family and made an early start the following
day. We crossed the Botswana border at
Parr’s Halt and followed the A1 to Woodlands
Stopover just outside Francistown. As always,
it was excellent and good value. To gain an
early start next day, we decided on chalets
rather than camping.
A leisurely 500km on a pot-holed tar road
took us to Maun where we refuelled, stocked
up on provisions and set up camp for two
nights at Audi Camp, where we enjoyed
dinner at the camp's excellent restaurant.
In Maun, we paid our entrance fees
for Moremi and Nxai Pan, having booked

the camping sites previously and paid
electronically.

Delta from the air

After a rise and shine breakfast Geoff (Snr)
looked after the campsite and the other five
took a one-hour flight over the nearby parts
of the Delta, including Moremi. Flying mainly
at 500ft above ground level, they saw herds
of elephant, buffalo, wildebeest and other
game. They were also able to see the state of
the roads and water levels in Moremi.
The aircraft was a Cessna 206 Stationair,
with six seats including the pilot.
All agreed it was a highlight of the trip, and
enjoyed the photographic opportunities.
We left Audi Camp for the Moremi South
Gate entrance – a distance of just over 100km
on gravel and rutted hard sand roads, which
we managed without incident.
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Top: Seeing the Okavango Delta from the air
is a must. The scenery is fantastic.
Above: The Terios isn’t the largest SUV
around, but it can swallow a surprising
amount of kit. Below: The group prepares to
enter the Moremi Game Reserve.
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The Moremi
area is famous
for its majestic
elephants.

some more Botswana sunsets.
The skipper, “Bones”, sported a solid gold
necklace with a replica of a deboned fish on
it. He was a mine of information and a good
skipper who got remarkably close to a wide
range of birds including all types of kingfishers,
an African marsh harrier, a coppery tailed
coucal and several exciting “new” birds.
Moremi is not only about viewing wild life
but is a total bush and 4x4 experience – the
full package.

Moremi to Nxai Pan

After three relaxing days, full of interest, we
packed up camp at Xakanaxa and returned
along the direct central route to Moremi South
Gate and from there via Shorobe to Maun.
Clearly Maun is progressing and growing.
We stocked up with groceries, meat, drinks
and fuel and then headed out on the tar road
towards Francistown. After about 140km we
reached the well marked turn-off to Nxai Pan
Reserve where we checked in.
The 50km “road” from the tar to South
Camp is well known for its sandy challenges
and the journey took just over an hour, with
much use of the Terios gearbox as it has no
low range system.
The camp was well managed by motivated
people. There were clean, serviced toilets,
hot water and good washing up facilities. The

entire ablution block was surrounded by a
concrete spiked elephant deterrent system.
At the main South Gate entrance there was
a large artificial waterhole which provided
excellent photographic opportunities for
animal and bird shots. The elephants were
particularly active most days.
There were two smaller water holes 3km
north of the campsite where Geoff Jnr and

Cathy saw some lions.
One of the features of Nxai Pan is the road
network, which is signposted at the main
intersections, giving information on the
length of the game drives you can choose, in
circular routes.
Every day you are bound to see elephants,
gemsbok, lions, black backed jackals, wildebeest, impala, springbok, kudu and various
small mammals. On one occasion we saw a
“tower” of 17 giraffes.
Birdlife was abundant and made more
interesting by the continual changes in landscape and vegetation.

Baines Baobabs

Above: The group stop at Audi Camp, outside Maun. Below, left: Predators such as lions have no
shortage of prey in the Okavango Delta. Below, right: A coppery-tailed coucal.
The rangers at South Gate were helpful
and shared their knowledge of the roads and
water levels in Moremi.
From South Gate one has three options –
• The direct road to North Gate
• The road to Third Bridge via Fourth
Bridge, and
• The direct road to Xakanaxa through the
Mopani woodlands.
We took the well signposted, central direct
option. Conditions were most favourable –
dry and sandy – and the 44km trip took about
an hour and 15 minutes.
The Xakanaxa campsite was just adequate
for the three vehicles. Generally, the camp
was not well managed when compared later

with Nxai Pan. But the location was excellent
and a further advantage was the visit, twice
daily, of elephants to forage in the marula
trees adjacent to the ablution block, just 25m
from our camping site.
A favourite short game drive was the 5km
to Paradise Pools. On the edge of the lagoon,
a network of well-marked tracks criss-crossed
an open area containing some ten pools of
varying sizes. The red lechwe herds which
appeared to reside there were of particular
interest to us, although much other game was
seen, including lions near the camp.
One day we took a short drive on the “dry”
road from Xakanaxa to Third Bridge and on to
Fourth Bridge. The sand was moderate, with
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occasional wet patches. Fourth Bridge was in
good condition, although Third Bridge caused
a few problems that week.

Xakanaxa boat trip

One of the highlights of the visit to Xakanaxa
was a two-hour trip on a purpose made
aluminium boat with outboard motor. With
eight comfortable seats, the boat was perfect for
photographing the many birds and aquatic life.
The boat station was about 500m from the
camp and extremely well run. We took the
16h00-18h00 trip and negotiated a price to
have the boat to ourselves, as all six of us were
keen photographers. Apart from the birds, the
trip provided excellent opportunities to record

No trip to Nxai Pan would be complete
without a visit to the Baines Baobabs, named
after explorer Thomas Baines, who painted
them in May, 1862. Today, the baobabs look
just the same as they did 150 years ago.
We visited the baobabs on the day we left Nxai
Pan. The turn-off is on the left, well signposted,
about 20km after you leave South Camp.
Some 12km of hard sand road brings you
to the edge of the Kudiakam Pan opposite
Baines Baobabs. You then take a left or right
track around the edge of the pan to the
baobabs, depending on the current advice
from rangers. The return trip from the
baobabs to the exit gate is about 32km.

Nata Bird Sanctuary

Once back on the tar, we turned left for
Nata Bird Sanctuary by way of Gweta and
Nata Town, where fuel is available. The bird
sanctuary is 15km from Nata, on the right. The
sanctuary is a local community project with
camp sites, hot showers, ablutions and a bar.
Thousands of flamingos and pelicans
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migrate there every year. Regrettably, due to
heavy seasonal rains, the entire landscape
of the pan had changed and the deep water
resulted in the flamingos going elsewhere.
Nonetheless, the water birds were prolific,
and the diversion was well worthwhile.
After eight days of sand and dust, we
treated ourselves to a night of relative luxury
at Nata Lodge. It offers campsites, safari tents
and luxury chalets, all at sensible prices. The
chalets overlooked a secluded lake. They were
exceptionally roomy and featured a freestanding Victorian bath and outside shower.
After an excellent meal by candlelight, a
restful night and a wholesome breakfast, we
left early en route to Francistown.
On this trip we used the Parrs Halt/
Stockpoort border post, where there is a
neat small lodge with excellent food called
Stockpoort Lodge.
Although the crossing was speedy and
pleasant, the rutted road to the A1 highway
and the extra distance involved meant that
it was not really a viable alternative to the
busier Martins Drift border post.

Some reflections

Cathy handled all the logistics and had no
problems in doing so. Meat and provisions
were readily available in Maun. Visa/
MasterCard credit cards were accepted for
provisions and fuel in almost every case.
Rands were invariably accepted on an
exchange rate of one pula for R1.30.
While basic foodstuffs are reasonably
priced, imported products such liquor, wine
and specialised items were comparatively
expensive.
Fuel was the equivalent of one rand a litre
cheaper than in SA. The cost of game parks,
camping, the air flight and the boat trip are
shown in the accompanying table.
The overall trip was costed from Johannesburg, although we had to factor in the 1400km
return journey from our home in Ramsgate.

Above: The group visited the leafy Xakanaxa campsite.
Below: Red lechwe are plentiful in the region. Insert: A young roller.
hand, Botswana
fuel prices are lower
than those in SA.
The Batswana were
always friendly, respectful and welcoming. We had no problems at
customs, borders posts or veterinary fences,
and look forward to our next visit.

How the Terios performed

Our decision to buy a Terios 4x4 was based on
acquiring a second run-around vehicle that
one could occasionally take on gravel roads in
South African game reserves. The emphasis
was on overall economy and staying in park
accommodation, such as safari tents.
On this trip the Terios was asked to do
much more than this in terms of sandy terrain
and load carrying, but not once did it fail to
impress us.
Lack of low range gears was not a problem,
even though the sand was at times of
medium depth.
Fuel consumption was 8.8 litres per 100km
at 120 km/h on the tar, and 9.8 l/100km off
road. The fuel tank range was a safe 500km,
and our 20-litre jerry can was not used.
The relatively high ground clearance was of
much value.
After 5300km of hard work
and a car wash, the Terios was
back at work the next day!
The vehicle clearly had spirit
and was a good buy at R275 000.

In conclusion

The Daihatsu Terios prepares to tackle a sandy stretch of
road. The SUV impressed with its off-road ability.

Botswana continues to provide
South Africans with a 4x4 and
wildlife paradise at value for
money prices. There is little to
beat the roar of lions and other
wildlife sounds when you are
lying in your tent at night.
Regrettably the decline of the
value of the rand has increased
costs considerably. On the other
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Summary of costs

This summary is based on expenses for two
people and is converted to rands at R1.30 to
one pula.
Item
Fuel
Food
Reserves
Camping
Accommodation
Meals
Sundries
Total
Item
Camping
Entrance
Vehicle

Rands
4 500
4 000
5 300
600
1 800
1 000
1 800
19 000
Xakanaxa
R240pp
R145pp pd
R60pv pd

Item

Nxai Pan
R240pp
R145pp pd
R60pv pd

Audi Camp

Camping
Electricity
Dome Tent
Type

R 78 pp
R 84 pd
R204 pd
Woodlands stopover

Chalet
Camping

R 633
R 140

Activities

Costs in Rands

Air Flight (1 hr)
Mac Air x 5

R4000 total (Plane)

Xakanaxa Boat Trip
x6

Sunset (2hr)
Total R1320 (Boat)

Type

Nata Lodge

Camping
Safari Tent
Chalet

R 100
R 800
R1 080

